
Starflyer Milez

Prince Po & Oh No

[Intro:]Yo oLet's get emDo it[x3]Yeah[Verse 1:]Here we go, cutAntigalactic funk shake that 
bubble gumStrawberry sticky gome give the drummer someGo go get it whip it to my rock 

boxTera blast lift it shift a bunch of snatch boxI pop shots at patrol the six is hot shitTwisting in 
line giving them chop sticksAnd my, fist is fifth to mention I lick a bitch hot lipsIced cold bars 

delicious now see the popsicle stickChop this shit until the mike bleed las macheteGalaxy 
groove to make u move it like speed garrettTrail, illings will make the mami shots botInternet 

addiction to ma chocolate black spotBionic boogie banging hard from cars to after hours 
spotDancing with the moon and starsUh!Queens juggernaut hit and make you move to the 

carsGreezy hard rock about to break rules and lawsNow hit me baby[Chorus:]She'll be coming 
apple glossDeep down she love to flossI say sexy, born to rideThe cosmo we jump insideThe 

new king, I'm a star[x2][?][Verse 2:]In place for turbulence get ready for liftoffGot grace 
working inOuter space lurking inGrinding getting shipped offBlack captain [?]Hazelnuts 

slurping inWiggy wiggy wiggy jam on itComing to get grizzyThis is your last warningBlack 
hat and leather jordansRed monkey matcher nasty habits are swarming run and put your stash 

upDo itThat shorty walk wiggleMango honey sticky baby got back diggleThis boss leaning and 
ride [hope you get them cookie] follow meWalk speedy to my space buggie odysseyBack [?] to 
take you captiveElectro punk radioactiveBack on the Earth to make a shape that widePlace to 

ride and taste the love in my swag[Chorus:]She'll be coming apple glossDeep down she love to 
flossI say sexy, born to rideThe cosmo we jump insideThe new king, I'm a star[x2]So lets go, 

I'm a starCome on girl, I'm a star[Bridge:]We take them higher we take them high [x4]We take 
them higher we take them low [x3][Chorus][Outro:]Such a thing as frequent flyer who flies too 

muchMan says he spends hundreds of thousands on a ticket for unlimited amount of [?]
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